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From The Heaven Of My Heart
Amorphis

I like the song very much, so I thought I d figure out the chords for those of
you who
want to entertain friends at a party or who just want to get laid, but without
having to
play those cheesy songs that everybody has heard a thousand times before. The
song 
belongs to it s rightful owners, and unfortunately I am not one of them. As far
as I know it is
written by the guys from Amorphis and you can find it on their amazing album
Skyforger.
Oh by the way, it is a very easy song to play, but only if you re familiar with
bar
chords. If not, you d better go practice those first.
Enjoy ;)

INTRO
Gm         (F) Gm     F   (D)       G
Bbm     F#     G#     F      F#
Ebm    Bbm

MAIN THEME
Gm         (F) Gm     F   (D)       G

VERSE 1
Gm                    Eb
I who have forged the heavens
               Gm
I also have my king
                   Eb
To northland I was sent

Gm                    Eb
I was cast to distant Pohjola
                      Gm
Enforced by my king s spells
             Eb
His orders undenied

CHORUS
         Bbm             F#
From the small crumbs of earth
         G#               F
From the fleece of summer eve
         F#     Ebm         Bbm



From the memory of a single seed

         Bbm             F#
From the flair of a swan s feather
         G#           F
I let the milk come seeping
         F#          Ebm          Bbm
From the heaven, the heaven of my heart

MAIN THEME
Gm         (F) Gm     F   (D)       G

VERSE 2
Gm                            Eb
There my skills were known to them all
                 Gm
They all knew my name
               Eb
All knew of my might
    Gm               Eb
And I forged a godly device
          Gm
A machine divine
                    Eb
The gates of plenty opened by me

CHORUS
         Bbm             F#
From the small crumbs of earth
         G#               F
From the fleece of summer eve
         F#     Ebm         Bbm
From the memory of a single seed

         Bbm             F#
From the flair of a swan s feather
         G#           F
I let the milk come seeping
         F#          Ebm          Bbm
From the heaven, the heaven of my heart

SOLO
Cm      G#     Bb     Gm     G#
F      Cm     Cm (2x)

EXTENDED CHORUS
         Bbm             F#
From the small crumbs of earth



         G#               F
From the fleece of summer eve
         F#     Ebm         Bbm
From the memory of a single seed

         Bbm             F#
From the flair of a swan s feather
         G#           F
I let the milk come seeping
         F#          Ebm          Bbm
From the heaven, the heaven of my heart

         Bbm             F#
From the flair of a swan s feather
         G#           F
I let the milk come seeping
         F#          Ebm          Bbm
From the heaven, the heaven of my heart


